
 

  

Aria Scarlett | Theaker Von Ziarno  

Songward & Upward 
Opera and Aerials reimagined in an unlikely collaboration that renders 

ethereal results. 

A two-person production, consisting of aerials and live opera singing. A 

backing track is provided, live musicians can be added upon request. The 

rigging for the aerialist is stand alone, no staging is required. 
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Formed in the red dirt of Western Australia this new, fast growing, dramatic 

installation links two known art forms to create a never before seen third.  

In 2018 alone, Songward & Upward entertained thousands of people from a wide 

range of age groups and background, with a variety of atmospheric experiences to 

suit any audience.  

Each performance is a dramatic center piece, ideal for festivals, concerts and public 

events. Ambient and original music, composed by the operatic vocalist, Aria 

Scarlett, organically grown to suit the empowered movement occurring above the 

spectators. 

“A powerful performance by duo Aria Scarlett and Theaker von 

Ziarno where a voice dances with a mesmerising and talented aerial 

performer. Movement, emotion, tension and fluidity the soul rises 

and falls on Arias cadences and Theaker’s soaring and charged 

aerial choreography. Delicate and gentle, fierce and commanding 

together voice and body fill the space, air and hearts of audiences. I 

have never experienced live voice and aerial before - it is an 

incredible performance.”   Rebecca Millar Artistic Director – 

Elective Affinities 

 

Performance Content 

The performance tells the story of two beings arguing as one tries to get the other 

to follow her on a journey and the struggle of decisions that ensues. There are 

three adaptations of the tale at varying lengths to accommodate for differing 

requirements. These are; 

- Explosive eight-minute set providing a focal point 

- Fifteen-minuet deeper dive into creativity  

- Half an hour production of unearthly music and movement. 
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Line-Up 

Aerialist Performer 

Singer 

Optional addition of live musicians if requested (will affect the quote) 

Key Points 

All accompaniment will not be live unless otherwise agreed upon. All 

accompanying tracks have been professionally mixed and mastered to give the 

highest quality. 

The show runs straight through with no interval, there are three different duration 

time which are; 

− Eight minutes 

− Perfect for the beginning / opening of an event, outside a theatre 

setting, a focal point shift during an extended festival 

− Fifteen minutes 

− Can be suited towards daytime/children performances, gaps in between 

items in corporate gigs 

− Thirty minutes 

− Geared towards festivals, music concerts, gallery / theatre productions 

and dinner services  

− Above are suggestions only – Let your imagination run WILD! 

 

Company will provide 

− All Company  

− One Aerialist / Rigging Technician (with public liability insurance) 

− One Singer / Vocalist (with public liability insurance) 
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− One Manager 

− Marketing materials including; 

− Images 

− Video 

− Testimonials  

− Technical run sheet and cue sheet (including LX cues) 

− Music tracks of professional quality and accompanying 

− Tracks will be provided on a USB, unless otherwise discussed. 

Past Performances 

We have mounted this production at seven festivals in 2018; 

- Barefoot and Black tie (May 3rd – 6th 2018) 

- Gascoyne River Music Festival (May 11th – 13th 2018) 

- Burringurrah Festival of Fire (May 18th – 19th 2018) 

- Ningaloo Whaleshark Festival (May 25th – 27th 2018) 

- Festival of the Reef (June 1st -3rd 2018) 

- Eventide Arts Festival (June 8th – 10th 2018) 

- Blues for the Bush (September 21st – 23rd 2018) 

 

 

 


